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D1stnbut10ns of the leading positive particle have been measured in colhs1ons of a 200 Ge V /c proton beam with hydrogen, Mg, 

Ag and Au targets using the FNAL Hybrid Spectrometer Estimates of the rapidity loss of the projectile have been obtained as a 

function of the target mass, the multiplicity of negative particles and the number of recoil protons We obtained a lower hm1t of 

the rapidity loss of 2.0±0.2 for central p+Au colhs10ns. The impact parameter dependence of the momenta of the first few 

leading particles has also been investigated with important imphcat10ns to estimates of energy densities obtained in central collisions 

I lntroductwn. There has been considerable prog
ress m recent years m understanding the statistical 
properties of strongly mteractmg systems by means 

of QCD lattice-gauge calculations [ l ] . One result , 
which has generated much interest, is the possibility 
of a phase transit10n from hadromc matter to a 
plasma of deconfined quarks and gluons at high tem
peratures and/or densities [ 1,2] (both energy and ' Deceased 
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baryon). Many authors have speculated that a quark 
-gluon plasma (QGP) may be formed and observed 
m high energy nucleus-nucleus (A+ A) colhs10ns. 
The advent of accelerators, at CERN and Brook
haven Nat10nal Laboratory, which can now produce 
relativistic heavy 10ns with energies from 15 to 200 
A Ge V should make possible the study of nuclear 
matter at high baryon and energy densities [ 3,4]. 

There do not yet exist calculations of soft hadromc 
processes based on a fundamental theory such as 
QCD. The only estimates of the baryon and energy 
densities achievable m A+ A colhs10ns are based on 
phenomenological models which attempt to extrap
olate from p +A to A+ A colhs10ns Most of these 
models assume that the leading baryon is the mam 
projectile fragment (i.e., carnes the largest fraction 
of the beam momentum and the baryon number of 
the beam) and that there exists a correlation be
tween the rapidity loss of the proton in p +A colh
s10ns and the baryon and energy densities that may 
be achieved in A+ A collis10ns. 

The data available on leadmg baryon distributions 
m p +A collis10ns are very incomplete [ 5-8], con
sisting primarily of proton distribut10ns measured 
over restncted kmematic ranges. with no mforma
t10n on impact parameter. There exists an even more 
hmited set of mclusive neutron distributions [ 9]. 
This mcomplete body of data has led to an inabihty 
to differentiate between competmg models for p +A 
collis10ns and thus to ambigmties m estimates of 
properties of A+ A colhs10ns. 

This paper reports on the results of 200 GeV/c 
p +A measurements made using the Fermilab Hy
bnd Spectrometer [ I 0] The momenta of all charged 
particles can be measured and particle identificat10n 
obtamed for momenta less than 1.5 GeV/c. The rap
idity distnbut10n of the leadmg positive particle has 
been obtained as a funct10n of the target mass (A), 
the multiphcity of produced particles and the num
ber of slow protons ( np). It is shown that these dis
tnbutions set hmits on the rapidity loss of the proton 
m p +A collis10ns. The impact parameter depen
dence of the first few leadmg particles is also inves
tigated, with important implicat10ns to estimates of 
energy densities obtained m central colhs10ns. 

2. Experzmental procedure. The Fermilab Hybnd 
Spectrometer consists of a 30" hydrogen bubble 

chamber m a 2 T magnetic field, followed by elec
tromc trackmg chambers. Two sets of Mg, Ag, and 
Au plates were placed1ust mside the bubble chamber 
entrance, with enough space available for a 4n visual 
measurement of tracks. The tracking chambers pro
vided improved momentum resolut10n for particles 
gomg forward in the center of mass. Particle iden
tificat10n was obtained from measurements of the 
ionization m the bubble chamber and enabled n-p 
separation for tracks with momenta< 1.5 GeV/c. 

The data reported m this paper consist of 312, 96, 
23 7 and 180 events for the p, Mg, Ag, and Au targets, 
respectively. The total inelastic cross sect10ns for the 
nuclear targets [ 10], uncorrected for possible scan
nmg inefficiencies for low multiplicity events, are 
0.36, 1.05 and 1.37 b for the Mg, Ag and Au targets, 
respectively. 

3. Results and analyszs. We begin by extractmg the 
rapidity distributions of the leadmg positive particle 
as a funct10n of target mass A, the negative particle 
multiphcity, and the quantity ii(np). The A depen
dence can be expressed m terms of the variable 
ii=A ( ab�ci /a;;'�1 ) , where ii is referred to as the "mean 
number of colhs10ns" since its defimt10n is consis
tent with takmg the mean path length through the 
target nucleus divided by the p+p mean free path. 
To obtam an event-by-event measure of the impact 
parameter [ 11] we use the quantity ii( np) = 
C "�' where np is the number of observed protons 
with p< 1.5 Ge Vic (i.e., the target protons) and C,.. 
is a constant chosen for each target such that 
(ii( np)) =ii for that target. The values of C,.. ob
tamed from the present set of measurements are 1.8, 
1.8, and 1.9 for the Mg, Ag, and Au targets, respec
tively. The average number of produced particles is 
lmear with ii(np), m agreement with previous data 
[ 11 ] . 

The leadmg positive particle rapidity distnbutions 
are shown m fig. 1 a for the four targets, and are re
plotted in fig. 1 b for cuts on ii ( nP). The p + p dis
tnbution m fig. 1 b was gated on total multiphctties 
� 3 to compensate for the different scanmng biases 
m the p + p and p +A data at low multiphc1t1es. The 
exact gating reg10ns are given m table I. The uncer
tamty m rapidity is typically 0.1 umts, which is much 
less than the bm size. In all the distnbut10ns the 
leadmg pos1t1ve particle (1.e. highest momentum 
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Fig I. Normalized rapidity loss distnbutlons for the leading positive particle (a) p, Mg, Ag and Au targets (b) p target and nuclear 

targets gated on iJ( np) ( c) Nuclear targets gated on iJ( np) and negative particle mult1phc1ty The leading positive particle is assigned the 

mass of a proton L'i.y;=y"'""'-Y1<adrngpamc1c• where Yhcam=6.06 for a 200 GeV/c proton beam All d1stnbutions are normalized to umty 

See table I for more informat10n 

particle) was assigned the mass of the proton. Be
cause of possible misidentifications, caut10n should 
be exercised m comparing these distnbutions with 
the results of mclusive distributions from spectrom
eter expenments [ 5-8] which identify the leadmg 
proton. It is shown below , however, that important 
limits can still be set on the mean rapidity loss of the 
incident proton. 

Figs. la and 1 b reveal that the distributions shift 

to lower rapidities (i.e. larger rapidity losses) with 
increasmg A and v(np). This effect is much more 
dramatic for higher cuts on v( np), since the averages 
over a target are dominated by peripheral colhsions. 
Fig. le was generated by gatmg on both v(np) and 
negative particle multiplicity. These gates (hsted in 
table 1 ) were chosen to mvestlgate whether the cor
relation of v( np) and multiplicity better define the 

impact parameter. Fig. 1 c shows that a cut on large 
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Table I 
Gating regions used in generating fig I Also included are the measured < iJ( n")), <negative particle mult1phc1ty), and mean rap1d1ty 

shift (Lly= y""""' - y, y''"""' = 6 06) of the leading positive particle [+ 1s the ratw of the number of events in which the leading charged 

particle 1s pos1t1ve to the total number of events 

Figure Target Events iJ(n") Negative 

multiphcJty 

l a  p 312 all all 

Mg 96 all all 

Ag 237 all all 

Au 180 all all 

l b  p 201 all total 

mult;.3 

plates 228 0-2 0 all 

plates 153 2.0-4 5 all 

plates 132 4 5-10 0 all 

le plates 143 0-2 0 0-4 

plates 90 2 0-4 5 5-11 

plates 63 4 5-10 0 ;:> 12 

v( np) and high mult1plic1ty better selects central col
lis10ns than a cut on v ( np) alone. 

The mean rapidity shifts for different cuts on the 
data are listed in table 1. Mean rap1d1ty shifts of ap
proximately 2.4 units are obtained for events gated 
on large v(np) and high multiplic1t1es. However, be
fore a lower hmit can be set on the mean rapidity 
loss of the incident proton, correct10ns must be made 
for possible mlSldentificat10ns in which the leading 
positive particle is not a proton. 

If the leading particle is a 7t + and the leading bar
yon is a proton, this leads to an underestimate of the 
rap1d1ty loss of the leading baryon. Of greater con
cern for obtaining a lower hm1t of the rap1d1ty loss 
in central p +A colhs10ns is the mlSldentificat10n of 
a 7t + as a leading proton, for events in which the 
leading baryon is an unobserved neutron. The cor
rect10n to our estimate depends on the fraction a of 
the total events in which the leading baryon is a neu
tron This fraction is hkely to be a function of 
v(np), with estimates in the range between 0.25 and 
0 5 for central colhsions [ 8, 12]. The uncertainty in 
the mean rapidity loss of the leading proton can be 
estimated from the express10n 

( Y > I pos = ( 1 - Cl'.) < Y) I prot + ll' ( Y) Irr+ , ( 1) 

where <Y> lpos is the measured mean rap1d1ty of the 
leading positive particle assuming it has the mass of 

(ii{np) )  ( mult1phcity) J+ (Lly) 

n 'In -

I 4 5 ill 9 0 85 I 4 

20 12 1/5 l 0 74 l 8 

3 I 16 617 2 0 69 20 

3 6 18 818 2 0 71 20 

I 3 7 3/2 9 0 82 I 6 

I 3 JO 3/4 3 0 80 I 6 

3 2 16 217.2 0 62 2 2 

6 0  27 71120 0 64 2 3 

l 2 6 7/2 6 0 85 1 5 

3 3  16 417 3 0 66 2 I 
6 4 36 9116 3 0 52 2 4  

a proton. Here, <Y> 1 prot is  the unknown mean rap
idity of the leading proton, and <Y> irr+ is the mean 
rapidity of a leading 7t + which is mISidentified as a 
leading proton for events in which a neutron is the 
leading baryon. An estimate of < y) 1" + can be ob
tained by gating on events in which the leading par
ticle is positive and generating the second leading 
particle rapidity d1stnbut10n assuming the mass of a 
proton for all charged particles. If the proton and 
neutron d1stribut10ns are identical, then this distri
bution should be an accurate representation of the 
leading 7t + distribution from events in which a neu
tron is the leading baryon. The value of <Y> 1"+ thus 
attained is 3.3 ± 0.3 for central colhs10ns. Solving (1) 
with a= 0.5, which will result in a lower hmit of the 
rapidity loss, yields < .1y) 1 prot = 2.0 ± 0.2. 

These results can be compared to analyses of 
p +A--> p + X data. The Busza and Goldhaber [ 13] 
analysis of the data of Barton et al. [ 7] yields an ex
trapolated value of <'1Y)centra1=2.5±0.5. Other au
thors have analyzed the same data and obtained 
similar results [ 14] . J ezabek and Rozanska [ 12] have 
analyzed the data of Bailey et al. [ 8] in the context 
of the dual parton model and obtained 
<'1Y)ccntraI� 1.5. An intermediate value was ob
tained by Date et al. [ 15], using the multi-chain 
model. The present set of data is inconsistent with 
the results of Jezabek and Rozanska [ 12]. 

A question remains as to where the energy lost by 
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leading particles from nuclear target events gated on v(np). The 
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the leading baryon goes. The exact nature of the rap
idity distribution of produced particles is very im
portant in estimating the maximum energy densities 
that may be achieved in A+ A collisions. Of partic
ular interest would be the correlation of the energy 
of the leading baryon and that of leading pions. 
Without particle identification for leadmg particles 
this comparison cannot be done. However, some im
portant observations can be obtained by examining 
the energy contamed in leading particles without re
gard to particle identification. 

Fig. 2 displays the mean momentum fraction, 
X=P101a/Pbeam (this is approximately Feynman x) for 
the nth leadmg particles gated on v(np). The de
crease in x of the first leadmg particle is consistent 
with the results shown in table 1 for <�Y) of the 
leadmg positive particle. We emphasize that parti
cles of both signs except for identified slow protons 
have been included in fig. 2. 

The impact parameter dependence of the leadmg 
particle is stronger than that of the second leadmg 
particle. The < x) for the third leading particle is 0.05 
(10 GeV/c) and has no impact parameter depen
dence within the present statistics. The <x> for the 
4th and 5th particles appears to be mcreasmg with 
v ( nP). Approximately 3 5% of the total beam energy 
is observed in charged particles with X> 0.05 m cen
tral collisions. These results suggest that even m cen
tral collisions there is a significant amount of energy 
possessed by the three leadmg charged particles. This 

energy is not hkely to be available for producing lo
cal regions of high energy density and may in fact 
represent the fragments of the incident proton. 

The present set of data 1s consistent with a picture 
in which the incident proton suffers a rapidity loss 
of approximately 2 units in central p +A collisions. 
Using simple hydrodynamical arguments and as
suming that �Y is energy mdependent [2,1 3, 1 5,16] 
this result suggests that maximum baryon densities 
of approximately 7 times that of ground state nu
clear matter may be achieved m 30 A GeV fixed tar
get of 4 A Ge V collider A+ A collisions. The above 
results also suggest that it may be more difficult to 
estimate energy densities directly from the rapidity 
loss of the beam, since 35% of the total energy is ac
counted for m just 3 fast particles in central p +A 
collisions. The inclusion of neutral particles would 
presumably increase this fraction further. Therefore, 
it will be necessary to make detailed measurements 
of the energy distribution of produced particles be
fore reliable estimates of energy densities in p +A and 
A+ A collisions can be made. 
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